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1. Introduction
The document is a User Guide for extension View More Products (Infinite Scroll) created for Magento websites. It describes the extension functionality and provides some tips for a quick start.


The purpose of the View More Products extension for Magento is to load the next page automatically with AJAX, avoiding “next page” clicks. There are several ways to surf a catalog: the “Load More” button and infinite scroll. The admin can customize the button by changing its title or editing the load more text. The product auto-loading is available on category pages and search results pages. All the settings can be configured for each store view as well.

2. Installation

2.1. System Requirements
The extension works under Magento from 1.4.x and higher.
The extension works with Apache 1.3.x and higher, PHP 5 or higher, Linux or IIS.

2.2. Installation
Download the extension installation zip package from your account at https://www.itoris.com/ and unpack it to the root of your Magento site by (S)FTP. Then flush cache in your Magento backend following System > Cache Management.

2.3. License
Please find the license agreement at https://www.itoris.com/magento-extensions-license.html
3. How to Use

3.1. General Settings
The general settings are available in System > ITORIS Extensions > View More Products.

Extension Enabled – enables or disables the extension.

Loading More Text – allows customizing the text that will be available while scrolling the pages.

View More Text – allows customizing the text that customers press to view more products.

Load more method – there are two options available.

- **By clicking button** - loads more products using the button.
- **On page scroll automatically** – showing the next pages automatically when the customers scroll the pages down.

![View More Products Configuration](image_url)
3.2 Frontend

3.2.1 View More Products Button on Category Pages
The admin can choose one of the two methods to go to the next pages. If the button is selected, the customers can click the button and a new set of products will be loaded.

3.2.2 Scrolling on Category Pages
Auto-scrolling shows the next page automatically once the users scroll to the bottom of the page.